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About This Game

Little Cells
Quick and fun 2D puzzle high-score game.

Look through a microscope and discover a small world made of ever expanding cells of 3 colors.
Launch a cell against one of the same color to make them both disappear.

Launch it against a cell of a different color and a new cell of the third color will be created.
But beware! Cells are aging and become sick and dark. They might spread out and contaminate the whole system.

Create white cells to help you cure this disease before it’s too late.
Try to stay alive the longer you can, and beat your score or your friends’ high scores.

Key Features
- Simple and addictive original gameplay for all.

- Short albeit intense game sessions.
- Available for Windows, Mac & Linux.

- Steam Play.
- Steam Achievements.
- Steam Trading Cards

- Friends and worldwide Leaderboards.
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Title: Little Cells
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fully Bugged
Publisher:
Fully Bugged
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 / Shader Model 2.0

Storage: 30 MB available space
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From the screenshots, I was expecting some nice arcadey space-shooter goodness. My hope was basically for a Star Fox
knockoff with better graphics.

Unfortunately, what I got was a janky, poorly voice acted mess that runs far worse than a game of this grapical fidelity should.

The entire game is played on a flat plane. There is no 3-d movement or action. Ships turn very quickly. So quickly it's difficult
to do fine maneuvers. Generally, this means that a dogfight consists of either a series of head-on passess, or flying behind a
wiggling enemy fighter. It's incredibly hard to see where your shots are going. There's no sort of lead indicator, and your
"Crosshairs" are basically useless. Your bullets are your best indicator, and even then, it's mostly "This is the general flightpath
of the enemy ship, maybe he'll run into enough of them to die." I found one of the most effictive dogfighting techniques to be to
sit still, and just point your gun at the incoming enemy fighters, as that's the only time they really flight striaght.

The campaign missions are frequently interrupted with poorly written cutscenes which basically consist of your ship hovering
near other guy's ship. Then you skip them, and you're thrown against a timed wave of infinite enemy fighters. The voice acting
comes in here, as the only things more repetitive than the sound of your guns constantly firing (there's barely any reason not to),
and the music, are the death cries of enemy pilots. The frequent "Arghs!" and "Oh No!"s are delivered with the drama and
gravitas of realizing you put slightly too much creamer in your coffee.

I was hoping the arrival of capital ships on the playing field would make things more interesting. Unfortunately, rather than
doing things like take out individual guns, or subsystems like engines, they're just another life & shield bar. Actually, the ones I
fought were easier than the fighters, because they're so much larger and easier to hit.

Finally, the options menus are limited. If you're in a mission they're limited to "Quit" or "Don't quit". Anything you change
results in the game restarting. You can use a controller, but you get even less fine control. Sometimes the turn keys just plain
didn't work, or your acceleration will get stuck on.

I didn't have high hopes for this game, yet it still managed to dash them. For that, bravo.. This Is the first review I have written
for a game, mostly becase this game NEEDS more attention. First of all, if you remember any of those old tank flash games that
you could play local, (Which I did back in middle school) you will be in for a pleasant suprise. this game takes the Idea of those
old tank games and manages to give them an exciting twist. With beautiful, backdrops, levels, Etc. smooth-as-butter controls,
and in game level modifications ranging from terrifying to hilarious, this game is worth the money for an amazing time with
your friends.. I am Brazilian and the game aqw is incredible very good and addictive now I launch the 3D this very cool new
gameplay and very fun the game. The game has great production value. For that alone I think it is worth the price. It's an on-rails
shooter though, so if that is not your cup of tea, then maybe stay clear. I like them, and enjoyed this game a lot.. Awesome pack
i wish if it could be repeatable. Although I have only played a short while on this game it is very cute and like loads of other
people have said it has potential, though having a drifting system like Sonic and All-stars Racing Transformed would be cool,
other than that I have only found 1 real bug n that is that Xbox360 controller controls are abit buggy, the only visual
disadvantages is the game does not currently support 4K (2160P) resolution, other than those, it is a thoroughly enjoyable game
and very cute, kitty cat \ud83d\udc08 cute and Free Roam, could be a suggestion but they could in the future make a large map
with a city and country side and places to explore and hidden Scout mice to find and missile doggies, so yes recommend this
game \ud83d\ude0e. Fun game for toddlers and pre schoolers. Super short for those kids with short attention spans. Pretty
graphics. 10\/10.. This was a great return to the original style of the games that made Tex Murphy great. The engine is much
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more fluid and interactive but, beyond the mechanics of the game, the story is where the real charm is. Finally we get a answer
to what happened to Tex and Chelsee.

I'm Looking forward to the Poisoned Pawn :). Yes it works. no crash or flaw right now. You feel a little bit like an astronaut in a
simulator.

But there can be done a lot more here from the developers:
- A hud with information like oxygen and fuel charging level. As well helpers like a gyroscope.
  You can learn from the game "Lunar Flight".
- Resolution of textures are very low, when you come close to the vessels. Quite a pixel show.
- Player can't set the resolution at all.
- Some more interesting tasks, not only fly to a point and stay there.
- The Earth is spinning, when you fly over it with the shuttle in an orbit lower than 36.000 km.
  The shuttle and MIR were mostly in a lower orbit.
- Dialog loop too short, you hear it over and over again. More variety please.

I am sorry guys, can't recommend it in this state
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a cute, casual game. Very intuitive and easy to understand. Perfect if you're looking for something simple to fill the time. Well
worth the $2. Tower defense genre has always been one of the best choice to pass the time, and this game is a good product in
the tower defense game. Age of Defense - is a nice game for several evenings which can give a lot of fun.

Nice aspects:
+ Meaningful tower upgrades and variety
+ No bugs were found
+ Simple gameplay
+ Cute graphics
+ Cheap game

Negative aspects

- Short story
- Few types of towers
- Need more special enemys

7\/10. The game looks like it might have a really good concept. Too bad it's unplayable.

For one, no saving and loading. That makes it completely useless for anyone who has a life.

Two, the tutorial is laughable. Tutorials are supposed to explain how the game works, not just go over the HUD and then end. I
can't figure out the controls, even if I could save the game. Which I can't. I spent ten minutes clicking on things in the combat
screen, trying to get something to happen -- then gave up.

Do not waste your time on this game until the developers put in a save\/load function and a tutorial that includes how to play the
game instead of just explaining what you're looking at. When and if they do that, grab it.. These are obviously Honey Badgers
cuz they don't give a..."Shut yo mouth", but i'm only talkin' about Gravity Badgers!. P. Didnt know P button is so useful when
your parents enter your room.. I can't find her in my character selection screen. Any ideas?. This game is dead. Avoid.

This is just another "early access" game that's all broken promises, where the developers get paid for half a job done, then they
disappear.

Worst of all, the driving mechanics are pitiful and ardcade-like. The graphics are initially impressive, but soon become tiresome
and repetative.

Not worth your money, not worth your time.. This is a wonderful game and I love playing it with my friends online. :) I hope I'm
able to donate to get some of the nice things offered but if not I'll try to save to hopefully get something later if that's possible!.
Indie horror game made in unity. I didn't expect much and I didn't get much. Pretty bland but playable..
\u05e4\u05e9\u05d5\u05d8 \u05db\u05d9\u05e3 \u05e2\u05d5\u05dc\u05de\u05d9 \u05d1\u05d7\u05d9\u05d9\u05dd
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